Unitarians May Help Homosexuals in San Francisco

Civil rights for black people is a popular rallying cry in churches these days. But it's rare when a popular preacher pushes for the homosexuals, and publicly.

It happened in San Francisco at the First Unitarian Church, Franklin at Geary streets, during "Black History" week this month.

The Rev. Dr. Howard Katson, speaking from the pulpit where Emerson once spoke, told the congregation on Feb. 14:

"...we (Unitarians) are keenly aware of the injustices that remain in our society. Until equality is achieved, our religion is suspect," Dr. Katson said.

The homosexual suffers discrimination. We have much to learn, and are learning, about this inequity in our culture. We have much to do to correct injustices against homosexuals," he said.

The learned Dr. Katson noted that television challenge to the predominantly white, upper-middle class congregation during a pitch for financial support.

The quarter-million dollar annual budget of that church has heretofore gone to "popular issues," supporting Alcatraz Indians, the United Nations, Black Ghetto programs in the East Bay, and migrant farm worker assistance.

Dr. Katson's sermon was inspired, he said, when he happened to visit the church's Junior High Sunday School, taught (in part) by an admitted homosexual Unitarian.

Explaining what he had heard, Dr. Katson said:

"One young lady...said she didn't believe in God, but had an inkling of what the concept of God could mean.

"This occurred," he said, "when she had a deep feeling of being Right-On!," the minister reported.

"These are words (which are) very popular with young people," Dr. Katson said.

"In the old days, we would say 'Right-on-the-ball'," he concluded.

One sermon, tying together civil rights, homosexuality, God, and Sunday School.

In other religious gay news............

Catholic homosexual men and women can find aid and comfort at the COMMUNITY OF ST. JOHN THE BELOVED.

This address is 155 Buchanan St., San Francisco Tel. (temp) 986-2246. This is a Catholic worker commune and is run by a maverick (but legal) priest, Father Bob Richards. His work made SF's Examiner front page this month.

Father Bob is also SIR's Employment counselor.

Indiana—Brown County in Indiana is a quiet artists colony which becomes a blaze of rainbow colors in the fall. A mixture of California's Big Sur, and New York's Catskills.

In that atmosphere, a new gay church is building (shades of MCC) called American Association of Religious Crusaders, founded by a former Baptist, the Rev. Dr. Billy Hudson.

---

MISSING?

WHO WAS MISSING ?

The big GAYZETTE Directory in the Jan 21 issue intentionally had two businesses missing. The Problem, outlined in our last issue, was to identify them.

Business No. 10, located in the North Beach section, but not listed in the "Directory" adjacent to the map.

Also...

In the "Miracle Mile" section of the map, if there had been a circled number pinpointing a business between Numbers 45 and 46, that business would have emerged from behind the west side of the picketed fence of the State Department of Employment.

---

Solution

Work on a hard problem long enough and you can come up with a solution. All good waterfront nightcrawlers should have recognized Business No. 10 as ON THE LEVEE, 987 THE EMBARCADERO.

Refugees from the recession (brothers and sisters on "extended" holidays) making their regular visit to get unemployment checks certainly must have recognized the neighboring OFF THE LEVEE (also known as 527 CLUB), 527 BRYANT STREET.

---

Salute Contest Winners

First: Bob L., SF, 2 Free dinners
Second: Billy B., SF, 2 din @ 1 cost
Third: George V., SF, 2 din @ 1 cost

---

Promotions

Adz promotions present... 'BASHAROO' March 27th
Luella Parkons

"Gazette" returns to Market Street for a special event. On Tuesday, April 2nd, from 7 to 8 PM, if you have the money, and you have the time, you can view the "Theatre of Dreams" accompanied by the teams of entertainment, American Football.

The mystery of the "Theatre of Dreams" night spots has been qualitatively solved. Guests to the event (of 70) led by Monday and Thursday) winning, leaving or getting in "50" and "55 The Leisure" and now really creating plans for our attention at "55 The Leisure" and preparing enticing meals at their "55 The Leisure" for or the high heart "55 Club"

It is indeed meaningful to see the efforts of Oakland's Gay Community to encourage Carnation Club co-workers and workers into becoming a club. Yet a beautiful [A Nice] example of love at work, these individuals in turn have and continue to continue on page three.
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A LETTER FROM OAKLAND'S GAY COMMUNITY TO...

Mark and Wayne:

IN THE LAST ISSUE OF THE GAZETTE, FEBRUARY 13, 1971, AFTER READING THE LETTER PUBLISHED AND SIGNED BY Fred and Pete, we were undersigned to cruise and we hope this will convince Mark and Wayne to come in the city and help us get the good word as we love you both.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE TWO:

HUNGRY ACTIVITIES TO SAN FRANCISCO, DOSE THEIR "Carnations" SIGHT. ORANGEN BAY AND SONS, I'd strong words for your loyalty to these worthy gentlement, but you are overlooking a most important opportunity and responsibility is there, so that more of us will be able to enjoy your leisure, Carnation Club of San Francisco, March 4th, and 5th, to support the gay community of San Francisco, and to encourage Carnation Club co-workers and workers into becoming a club. Yet a beautiful [A Nice] example of love at work, these individuals in turn have and continue to continue on page three.
I don't know how the steady customers will feel about someone who hasn't recently seen a film at any of the Continental Theatres, gay sex films seem to be getting better— at least some of them do.

"The Young Intruder," the work of a Gourmet Inner, yet have time to relax as well?

But unless you find a lover who is handy and apparently younger lover, Bob (Aaron Bedford), sleeping together in the last but believable apartment—happily loves still, on the morning of their third anniversary.

At first it appears to be a silent film, but when the sounds begin, they are pleasantly unobtrusive. And our boys quickly decide that there are more pleasant things to do than rushing right off to work.

To a meditative background of flamenco guitar and orchestras, things get right down to the crutch, and the camera getting in close for the 69 moment of their third anniversary. And soon, Scott makes his play.

And Scott is immediately hired to the groin— or catching the moistness of his finely molded body is sprinkled with light skin blotches.

Not long after, Scott shows up at Bob's photo studio, while Bob is through some poses. Bob gets the message quickly and decisively torrid scenes with Bob.

While Keith is raking the leaves in the patio, later that morning, a surprisingly glowing, but handsome, youth appears at the iron bar gate. Keith asks for a job.

"What do you want?" Keith asks, startled.

Scott, played by Peter Travis, looking much like a young Jack Hal- lances, asks for a job. Scott is immediately hired to the stylish man's apartment—happy loves still, on the morning of their third anniversary.
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Dear John:

Dear John: In a recent response to "Butch," you requested recommendations, so here I am with the offering:

Today's a good day today. Your club offers a great atmosphere, gay-friendly Slobo, card tournaments, same games, etc. It's recently been re-decorated and the club is larger where the physical setup is already perfectly designed for this purpose, but is instead now being used as the entertainment, sports, and area.

Since financing wouldn't be any different, as I'm sure there are many others like "Butch" and myself who would identify with regular members in want of a facility, I feel this is a sorely needed consideration for an over-risked neglected segment of our community.

As a final note, I'm hoping this note doesn't come across as a putdown on the seemingly exclusive, non-fetish gay guy (and gal). Unfortunately, yours is absolutely right. There is a neglected segment in our youth as another of your contributors did in '69. Dear Disappointed:

To see more social activities oriented more towards the non-fetish gay guy (and gal). Unfortunately, yours is absolutely right. There is a neglected segment in our youth as another of your contributors did in '69. Dear Disappointed, SF:

Disappointed, SF

Dear Disappointed:

As I mentioned in my reply to "Butch," I would like to see more social activities oriented more toward the non-fetish gay guy. Unfortunately, yours is absolutely right. There is a neglected segment in our youth as another of your contributors did in '69.

Dear Abel:

Dear Concerned: "A homosexual, is more likely to molest a child than a heterosexual (or "normal") person."

Dear Concerned, yours is absolutely right. There is a neglected segment in our youth as another of your contributors did in '69. Dear Concerned:

Dear Concerned: "A homosexual, is more likely to molest a child than a heterosexual (or "normal") person."

Dear Concerned, yours is absolutely right. There is a neglected segment in our youth as another of your contributors did in '69.

Dear Concerned:

Dear Concerned: "A homosexual, is more likely to molest a child than a heterosexual (or "normal") person."

Dear Concerned, yours is absolutely right. There is a neglected segment in our youth as another of your contributors did in '69.
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**The Stars**

**Horoscope**

**February 20 - March 5**

**ARIES** (March 21 - April 19)

Your domestic situation should improve (especially socially). Avoid any travel plans and think things out (you could make a mess of your Jordan June 21 - July 22

**CANCER** (June 22 - July 22)

Watch out for pushy people. Try to find your own private (preferably), and you may be in for romance. Evenings count the most.

**LEO** (July 23 - Aug. 22)

Your popularity is on the rise. Be relaxed. Ignorant pettiness. Or walk on. (if you must. Be alert—but be available.

**VIRGO** (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)

A great time to plan for the future, and for travel. Some satisfactions are indicated. Those close to you (you know who they are) will be helpful.

**LIBRA** (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)

Be conservative and avoid fantasy (keep it real) and information in yourself. Try to avoid being moody. Hang loose and ENJOY.

**SCORPIO** (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

Avoid being impetuous in any sphere. Hang loose and swing with the crowd. (there’s no safe house here or her room). Be discrete. (Close the drapery)

**SAGITTARIUS** (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

Be ready to surprise with your broadness of information. The Lion to Dec. 21. Evenings may be uncertain to you (you know who they are) will be helpful.

**CAPRICORN** (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

Your social life is in for a change. Avoid unnecessary distractions. Your mental life is in for improvements, due to your inner side showing more.

**AQUARIUS** (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Be alert for a change. If you do so, you will be in a good time to increase your contacts, and security. Be conservative when it comes to pleasure (but don’t give it up altogether).

**PISCES** (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)

 Accurate the positive (especially on the third). Avoid any situation that may cause friction between home and career. Short journeys to the evening are indicated (perhaps a bit of a crisis)
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